Forthcoming broadband communications technologies could provide dramatically increased capabilities for law enforcement. In September 2015, the RAND Corporation convened an expert panel for the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) to discuss how law enforcement can best leverage future communications capabilities anticipated to be fielded over the next 10 to 15 years while mitigating potential risks. The Broadband Communications Workshop assembled 41 experts on both law enforcement operations and broadband technologies, and collectively identified 68 needs for technology initiatives, including both technical and nonmateriel requirements. The top ten needs identified at the workshop are listed below.

The most prominent theme of the workshop was supporting the emergence of a future broadband network in which

1. Provide agencies with guidance on how to acquire, manage, and use mixtures of communications networks technologies.
2. Research smart software agents for officers in the field to help them get info they need while avoiding information overload.
3. Explore the use of tethered unmanned aerial systems (UASs) to support rural communications and other areas that need additional communications.
4. Develop roles for people who specialize in data management of video and other high-volume law enforcement data.
5. Develop new models for general authentication of devices onto a network more like the domain name server in computing. Design devices that find the resources that the device needs to do what it wants to do.
6. Develop processes (including training/staffing), automation filtering and tools, and procedures to help public safety answering point employees prioritize incoming data and use data to support operations and avoid information overload.
7. Develop better ways to do user authentication—making it easy for individual users, for example, such that if a public safety officer leaves their device behind it is locked, but individuals from other agencies could still access it.
8. Develop concepts, policies, and procedures for mutual aid networks in a post land-mobile-radio/FirstNet/broadband era. Need to define the common roles, responsibilities, associated services and information needs, and log-on (authentication and granted permission) capabilities.
9. Research tools and methods on managing hybrid networks that include wired, commercial broadband, FirstNet, and existing infrastructure components.
10. Solve the federated identity management problem to allow authentication of one public safety person with a device to connect to a different network—navigating the challenges posed by local control. This will require a governance model that can make these decisions and get the message out to the individual departments. Need to develop an equivalent of a certificate authority for authentication for public safety communications.
law enforcement users will be able to seamlessly and securely communicate over whatever local point of access is the best fit at any specific location, time, and situation. The second major theme dealt with being able to filter, prioritize, and make sense out of all the new data sent over this network. A common concern was the danger of information overload and how to manage and curate information to make it most useful for various areas of law enforcement, ranging from officers in the field to operations centers and public safety answering points. Specific needs in support of these themes included architectural development, developing guidance for agencies on acquiring, managing, and using new technologies, and conducting research and development on a range of technologies related to bringing about the future hybrid networks and information prioritization.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 25 years, the mobile data computer (whether in original mounted laptop or newer smartphone and tablet form factors) and the information it provides has been the principal new technology in law enforcement field operations. It has provided the officer greater situational awareness and intelligence. With the exception of the electronic control device (popularly known as a Taser™) and other less-lethal weapons, little else has changed fundamentally in law enforcement technology: Vehicles, uniforms, protective gear, protective devices, and less lethal technology have improved, but incrementally. Similarly, the major technology changes to operations centers and public safety answering points (PSAPs—the call centers that answer emergency calls for service) have been computer displays and the information they provide.

Practitioners we have worked with in both interviews and focus groups have consistently focused on the importance of getting and using key information to furthering law enforcement objectives. In prior studies to identify and prioritize criminal justice technology needs, needs for sharing and effectively using information have been dominant themes, constituting large shares of the highest-priority needs identified across multiple studies. In perhaps the most notable case, the principal positive conceptualization of law enforcement’s future during a futuring workshop was labeled “Network Centric Policing” (Silberglitt et al., 2015).

Sharing and using information requires physically getting the information, which in turn requires a communications network capable of transmitting that information. Requirements for transmitting data are growing all the time—whereas 25 years ago the focus was almost exclusively on voice communications, today the focus is on electronic data, ranging from life-critical information about persons and locations of interest to vehicle tracking data. Tomorrow, communications networks will have to handle ever-growing amounts of data from a vast array of sensors that are part of the emerging Internet of Things. Perhaps the biggest bandwidth demands will be to transport large volumes of video footage all over field and operational broadband networks, ranging from officers’ body-worn cameras to bystanders’ smartphone footage uploaded as part of 911 phone calls to commercial security camera footage.

To assess how emerging broadband communications technologies might improve criminal justice capabilities over the long term (10 to 15 years from now), the NIJ asked RAND to support an expert workshop as part of the Priority Criminal Justice Needs Initiative (PCJNI). The PCJNI is an NIJ-funded initiative intended to promote innovation in the U.S. criminal justice system by assessing and prioritizing its technology-related needs. As will be discussed below, this workshop responds to a theme of earlier PCJNI studies commonly calling for improvements to the sharing and use of information across

The most prominent theme of the workshop was supporting the emergence of a future broadband network in which law enforcement users will be able to seamlessly and securely communicate over whatever local point of access is the best fit at any specific location, time, and situation.
law enforcement, which in turn imply needs for improvements to the communications networks carrying that information.

In all, 41 experts on both law enforcement operations and broadband technologies participated in the conference (a full list is provided at the end of this document). They included 12 law enforcement practitioners, 12 commercial representatives, 8 academic researchers, and 9 federal representatives (government and contract personnel).

The time frame of the workshop covered technologies and deployments scheduled to come on line from 5 to 15 years from now. Given the long timelines for fully fielding communications infrastructure, this time frame roughly corresponds to examining technologies in development over the next 3 to 5 years that are expected to be fielded in the following decade. Thus, the panel talked about how law enforcement might be supported once the first increments of FirstNet, fifth-generation (5G) mobile broadband, and other key technologies currently on the “drawing board” have been fielded. (FirstNet is a government-funded initiative to build a dedicated, interoperable broadband network for first responders, using a combination of commercial broadband allocated to public safety use, construction of dedicated broadband—especially in rural areas with limited wireless coverage—and satellite communications.) NIJ has a strong interest in getting beyond “next shift/next purchase” communications issues and helping shape law enforcement communications in the 2020s. The key objective of the workshop is to inform key science and technology (S&T) development and deployment efforts, with the results and this report intended to

- inform practitioners about developments on broadband technology expected to be fielded 10 to 15 years from now that they should be able to leverage, and describe what steps will need to be taken by the Department of Justice and other federal sponsors, developers, and agencies to bring about operational improvements from the new technologies.
- inform technology developers about both operational shortfalls with existing equipment and perceived opportunities and risks with current technology trends, so that developers might better address operational needs.
- inform federal and other funders about outstanding needs to leverage emerging broadband technologies to improve law enforcement.

### Previously Identified Needs for Information and Communications

RAND’s prior studies on law enforcement technology needs under the PCJNI (Goodison, Davis, and Jackson, 2015; Hollywood et al., 2015a, 2015b; Hollywood and Winkelman, 2015; and Silberglitt et al., 2015) usually did not talk directly about broadband communications network requirements. However, the studies identified a number of top-priority needs for information and communications that place significant demands on future broadband networks. These can be divided into four overarching categories:

- **Communications from the field.** Maintain awareness of officers in the field, especially during major incident response. This includes tracking units’ location and status and getting messages to and from them. In addition to routine operations, one of the highest-priority needs identified was for deployable tracking systems that would be issued and used during major incident responses.

- **Communications to the field.** Provide officers with tailored information displays (also referred to as “situational awareness” or “common operational picture” needs), ideally showing officers what they need to know across the range of law enforcement operations.
  - Specifically includes displays for mobile systems, including apps for smartphones and tablets, as well as operation center displays.
  - Displays need to support both day-to-day operations and major incident management.
  - Displays should include maps, map annotations showing crime analysis findings (hot spots, persons of interest, etc.), automated alerts, other “data mashups,” responses to in-field queries, and mechanisms to ease officers’ reporting.
  - The displays should be tailored to officers’ current information needs. This includes having updates tailored to officers’ specific locations, which requires bandwidth for location tracking.

- **Sensor data.** Includes video, biometrics, and health data.
  - Near-real-time video feeds from deployable closed-circuit TV (CCTV) systems. The studies called for a relatively small number of deployed cameras in support of specific operations, not a general video surveillance network.
  - Exchanging biometric data (fingerprints, facial photos) and analysis results to positively identify contacts in the
field, with time from collection to response ideally less than one minute.
- Monitoring health telemetry data, sending alerts when an officer shows signs of high fatigue, high stress, or a serious health condition.

- **General infrastructure.** The studies identified some high-priority needs related directly to communications infrastructure:
  - Improve the communications infrastructure supporting law enforcement, in general. (The specific need referenced did not go into more detail than this.)
  - Lower communications technology lifecycle costs, specifically bandwidth costs.
  - Provide greater bandwidth. Here, “sufficient bandwidth” has been described as “enough so that officers in the field can exchange whatever they need with minimal lag time.”
  - Have interoperable radios that permit communications across agencies; this may need to include interoperability with fire and emergency medical services (EMS), as well.

The specific needs contributing to the above summary are in the studies listed above. To provide operational context beyond these general needs, Hollywood and Winkelman (2015) present figures showing information exchanges needed to support specific types of law enforcement operations. We can further consolidate the above discussion into needs for future broadband networks to be able to transmit the following types of information:

- Voice communications cutting across multiple agencies simultaneously.
- Tracking data for law enforcement vehicles and personnel, updated regularly (at least every few minutes plus every time the vehicle or person moves a specified distance).
- Locations of incidents and supporting descriptive information, updated as those incidents occur (in near real time).
- Overlays for map displays that describe crime analysis results, such as crime clusters, crime densities, or hot spots, transmitted rapidly enough to avoid delaying officers’ operations.
- Pages of images (photos, maps) and text reflecting results of queries about people, vehicles, or buildings, transmitted rapidly enough to avoid an officer having to wait for more than a few moments to carry out an enforcement action.
- Health telemetry data, transmitted specifically when on-person sensors indicate a potential problem; must be transmitted in near real time.
- Biometric data needed to identify a person; transmitting that data plus receiving a response with results should not take more than a minute in total.
- Live transmission of a “small” number of high-definition video feeds simultaneously.

**An Initial Set of Emerging Technologies**

To provide the workshop with a set of initial ideas for technologies to discuss, NIJ and RAND staff identified a set of communications technologies that might enter wide use over the next 10 to 15 years:

- FirstNet, which, according to the FirstNet.gov website, “has been obligated by Congress to take all actions necessary to ensure the building, deployment and operation of the nationwide public safety broadband network.” It leverages two noncontiguous bands of spectrum (for a total of 20 MHz) in the 700 MHz range (D-block/Band 14: 763–775 MHz and 793–805 MHz). Current focus is on supporting incident and disaster response. Kennedy (2015) and First Responder Network Authority (2015a) provide recent updates on FirstNet; Federal Communications Commission (2016) describes the D-block spectrum allocation.
- 5G, the next major rollout of broadband mobile technology standards. (The current standards applying to most fielded mobile devices are 4G/Long Term Evolution [LTE]). Planning documents for 5G indicate support for order-of-magnitude improvements in total data volumes, connected
devices, bandwidth seen by individual users, and battery life. They are also scheduled to support push-to-talk and multicast. Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance (2015) and Rinqvist (2015) provide perspectives on what is expected under the 5G umbrella.

• Datacasting uses TV broadcast signals as the transport of data and has all the intrinsic properties of using TV transmitters. NIJ has written about datacasting (National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center, 2012).

• Improving the use of spectrum, including:
  − Making better use of white space, which is spectrum nominally allocated for broadcast television that is going unused in a particular area. The Federal Communications Commission has set up rules allowing the use of white space spectrum (Federal Communications Commission, 2015).
  − Pushing broadband to new bands. As one example, recent research has looked at spectrum in the 0.1 terahertz and higher frequency ranges (Akyildiz, Jornet, and Han, 2014), which makes it feasible to support data flows of terabits per second, albeit with substantial physical challenges.
  − Improved spectrum management tools, notably systems (including devices themselves) that can perform dynamic spectrum management (see, for example, Akyildiz et al., 2006). As example technologies, this category might include improving analytic methods for predicting communications requirements as well as developing apps that can prioritize existing bandwidth in near real time.

• Use of UAAs as communications relays. Tozer and Grace (2001), discuss high-altitude relays; Olewitz (2015) reports on a more recent ultralight tethered UAS that can act as a local area relay, with the tether providing persistent power that can keep the UAS in the air for long periods of time.

• Improvements to satellite communications. Minoli (2015) provides a recent survey.

• Improvements and improved uses of tropospheric scatter communications, which, as the name suggests, bounce radio waves off of the impedance discontinuities in the troposphere over longer distances. Monsen (2003) provides a survey.

• Mobile ad-hoc networks, in which mobile vehicles collectively relay messages. Perkins (2008) provides a survey.


• Freespace optical, which uses lasers to transmit data at extremely high speeds (up to Gigabits/second) through the air. Chan (2006) provides a survey.

• Software-defined radios and software-defined networks, which allow for making certain types of upgrades of communications equipment via software updates, rather than having to upgrade or replace hardware. They can also permit dynamically changing communications standards in use to match a particular operational context. Sezer et al. (2013) provide a survey.

These were intended simply as initial thought-provoking ideas, and were not meant to be a complete list of technologies considered.

**Methodology**

Prior to the workshop, panelists received a read-ahead that:

• Reviewed the information sharing, analysis, and use needs from earlier workshops that are driving the need (same text presented in the “Previously Identified Needs” section).

• Reviewed a set of initial ideas for technologies to consider at the workshop (same text presented in the “Initial Set of Emerging Technologies” section).

• Asked them to identify problems with current communications technologies, upcoming technological opportunities that might be leveraged, and potential solutions to problems. We used the resulting responses to identify initial topics for discussion at the conference.

Because of the size of the panel, on the first day the group was split into two randomly selected breakout groups to discuss issues and identify corresponding S&T needs independently. To organize the discussions of the breakout groups, we divided broadband communications issues and problems and corresponding ideas for innovation into four broad categories:

• **Physical layer**—hardware/wire/radios and antennas employed to build the network. Includes devices, radios, antennas, communications towers, and radio spectrum.

• **Network layer**—tools/standards for sharing and securing data between hosts. Includes both terrestrial communications and satellite communications standards such as 4G/
LTE, 5G, legacy waveforms, and Internet Protocol (IP) standards.

- **Presentation layer**—tools and standards for sharing and securing data elements between applications across the network. Includes identity credentials, access management, other security measures, and network management functions.

- **Operational considerations**—cutting across the technical layers, these are operational challenges for efficient and effective use of broadband communications technologies that need to be addressed.

These collectively provide for transporting data between parties and applications that need them. We were interested in both technology issues as well as governance/policy and acquisition/business model issues in each area.

These layers do not cover information technologies for interpreting, analyzing, and employing the data in operational contexts, or data-sharing policies and governance. Information sharing, analysis, and use needs were discussed and prioritized in earlier workshops (and summarized for the panelists in the preconference read-ahead), as noted above.

These four categories were used to organize the discussion at the workshop. The first breakout group discussion examined operational considerations for broadband. During this session, panelists reviewed the top needs from prior work that placed demands on broadband and identified additional operational issues and resulting needs for the broadband communications infrastructure.

The next breakout group discussions concerned the physical, networking, and presentation layers, which were conducted a bit differently. Prior to the workshop, participants received a questionnaire that asked them to respond to the following questions for the physical, network, and presentation layers:

1. What problems or issues do you see with [layer technologies], and how will they impact law enforcement operations if not addressed?
2. Are there specific technological opportunities at the [layer] that law enforcement communications need to leverage, looking forward 10 to 15 years?
3. What potential solutions do you see to the [layer] problems or issues?

The responses were consolidated and converted into bullets that were presented at the start of each discussion as problems or opportunities that might warrant specific S&T needs. Panelists were then invited to provide more comments on the initial list of problems and opportunities, develop corresponding S&T needs, and identify additional problems and opportunities.

On the second day, the full panel reviewed slides detailing common themes about problems and opportunities and was invited to identify additional themes and needs that appeared to have been missed previously. Workshop participants then filled out an online questionnaire to prioritize the needs generated over the course of the workshop. Participants also had the opportunity to write comments as to why they rated a need as they did. Thirty-three participants completed the ratings questionnaire.

The technical details of the prioritization are described in Appendix B (available at www.rand.org/t/RR1462). In brief, needs were prioritized based on their expected value, which combines assessments of how much value a solution to each need might be to law enforcement, how technically feasible developing a solution is, and how operationally feasible developing a solution is. We then used the expected value scores to divide the needs into one of three categories: Tier 1 (high priority), Tier 2 (medium priority), and Tier 3 (lowest priority). Several weeks after the workshop, panelists had the opportunity to take a second online questionnaire. This questionnaire showed participants the current priority tier for each need, along with the comments that had been written for each need, and offered participants the opportunity to vote needs into higher or lower tiers based on their review of the comments. Twelve panelists participated in the second questionnaire.

## RESULTS: BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS

The panel generated and prioritized a total of 68 discrete needs. The needs could be subdivided into eight broad technology areas:

- Providing guidance on how to manage future broadband communications networks.
- Identity, credentialing, and access management (ICAM) for the future network.
- Enhancing communications infrastructure.
- Tools and methods to support prioritizing the large volumes of information expected over future communications networks.
- Network management tools and methods.
- Developing personnel with the roles and skills needed to manage future broadband communications networks.
• Policy needed to govern the future network.
• Other technical research and development.

Figure 1 shows the proportion of needs in each technology area. As shown, the largest numbers of needs had to do with providing guidance, prioritizing information, policy, and technical research and development (R&D). The latter covered a large set of technology areas on topics ranging from improving antennas to improving radio battery life to developing radios that can run on both legacy land mobile radio and forthcoming digital broadband networks. In general, however, the needs were pretty well distributed across the range of broadband-related technology topics; there were no truly dominant topics of discussion.

Figure 2 shows the share of needs in each technology area weighted by priority. As shown, in this study the weighted shares changed little in comparison to the unweighted shares. With the exception of a three-point reduction for policy-related needs, implying that policy needs tended to be down-weighted by panelists, no change between unweighted and weighted shares was more than a single percentage point.

Table 1 shows all 19 of the top-ranked, Tier 1 needs from the workshop. Needs are shown by technology area. We present the complete set of needs from the workshop in Appendix A (available at www.rand.org/t/RR1462). For each need, we show the problem to be solved (“Problem”) and the call for a specific solution (“Need.”) Note that some operational problems are addressed by multiple specific needs, meaning that some problem descriptions are repeated multiple times. Except for copyediting, all problems and needs are written exactly as they were expressed during the workshop.

**DISCUSSION**

Two overarching themes emerged from the top needs from the Broadband Communications Workshop. The first involves supporting the emergence of a future network environment in which devices can use multiple types of communications links and in which it will be possible to manage networks dynamically to best meet operational needs. The second involves improving users’ abilities to understand the torrents of information expected to be transmitted over that network. In addition to the themes emerging from the specific broadband needs, the panelists also provided insights on needs for information and communications capabilities that future broadband networks will need to support.

Below, we first discuss these needed information and communications capabilities, as they provide additional context for future broadband networks. We then consider the themes in detail, considering both the specific broadband needs supporting them and other key points that emerged in the discussion (but not associated with specific S&T-related needs).
Table 1. Top Needs (Tier 1) from the Broadband Communications Workshop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guidance on Managing Future Broadband Networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: Law enforcement is likely going to be using hybrid networks combining commercial and FirstNet and existing infrastructure</td>
<td>Need to provide agencies with guidance on how to acquire, manage, and use mixtures of communications networks: wired + commercial bandwidth + FirstNet + existing infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: Assumption is that FirstNet devices will (1) be able to log on to FirstNet domain using a set of communications and security standards (LTE -&gt; 5G, Band 14, etc.), and (2) auto-populate with available services and data for that area/jurisdiction/mission at start-up—but what that means operationally is largely to be determined.</td>
<td>Need to develop concepts, policy, and procedures for mutual aid networks in a post land-mobile-radio/FirstNet/broadband era. Need to define the common roles, responsibilities, associated services, information needs, and log-on (authentication and granted permission) capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: In general, what should the public safety network look like in the future? How should information in general be provided, to whom, and for what purposes? What apps/functionalities do we want to put on officers’ devices?</td>
<td>Need to coordinate and integrate operational architecture components being developed (who needs what information, with what attributes) by a number of groups (National Public Safety Telecommunications Council, FirstNet, Global, etc.). Can be built as a layered model with core services (e.g., voice over Internet) to provide with others that can be tailored/deprioritized as needed. Part of this will be conducting an assessment of what data-using functions are most promising to put on devices and what core FirstNet/other services should be available by default. Need to include concepts, policy, and procedures for mutual aid networks. Must explicitly consider data management, legal, and privacy concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: Scale of data being collected/exchanged expected to increase dramatically.</td>
<td>Need to look at how data center/cloud models would work in future network topologies and when, in principle, data centers will need to handle huge amounts of data and may have scalability issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity, Credentialing, and Access Management</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: Interoperability of communications systems today still requires a lot of prework—very different from the computer world, where third parties can authenticate any device. Need for devices that can connect to many things.</td>
<td>Need new models for general authentication of devices onto a network, more like the Domain Name System (DNS) in computing. Design devices with multiple input/output options, need intelligence in the network (FirstNet as “router”) that finds the resource that the device needs to do what it wants to do (one element of 5G is a requirement to allow any device to connect to any network that it is not forbidden to connect with at any time, and there are devices now that default to open WiFi for carrying calls).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: User authentication on new devices becomes more important as the network delivers more access and capability.</td>
<td>Need better ways to do user authentication—make it easy for individual users, such that, for example, if a public safety officer leaves their device behind it is locked, but also accessible by individuals from other agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: There are three identities—the device, the person holding it, and the agency that stands behind it—need a way to do that. Currently, no one is directly taking on that problem.</td>
<td>Need to solve the federated identity management problem to allow authentication of one public safety person with a device to connect to a different network—navigating the challenges posed by local control. Requires a governance model that can make these decisions and take on the education task of getting the message out to the individual departments. Need to develop an equivalent of a certificate authority for authentication for public safety communications—FirstNet will have to solve this problem eventually (i.e., you should be able to use your FirstNet device at a major incident in another state).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prioritizing Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: Officers in the field need more-relevant information pushed to them, while minimizing information overload.</td>
<td>Need research on smart software agents for officers in the field to help them get information they need while avoiding information overload.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem: PSAP personnel are already overloaded—now talking about adding additional data (photos, video, text, etc.).</td>
<td>Need to develop processes (including training/staffing), automation filtering and tools, and procedures to help PSAP employees prioritize incoming data and use data to support operations/avoid information overload.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Problem: PSAP and operations center personnel are already overloaded—now talking about adding additional data (photos, video, text, etc.). What if 10 different people send in video of the same shooting? How can the center manage those streams to use them effectively?

Need to develop core algorithms that can filter and prioritize core types of data coming into PSAPs and operations centers and provide useful products to the field. Need to explore leveraging analytics from the carriers to identify incidents of high interest. Would involve creating archives of PSAP data/footage that can be used by researchers to train algorithms. One is for immediate real-time data and one is for reference information that police might find useful later.

Communications Infrastructure

Problem: UASs working as communications devices (communications relays), especially as power-tethered UASs.

Need to explore the use of tethered UASs to support rural communications and other areas that need additional communications.

Network Management

Problem: Law enforcement is likely going to be using hybrid networks combining commercial and FirstNet and existing infrastructure.

Need research on tools and methods on managing hybrid networks that include wired, commercial broadband, FirstNet, and existing infrastructure components.

Problem: Need to decide on priorities for spectrum and specific communications. Need to describe policies for dynamically preempting/getting bandwidth. Current cell downlink maximum for Band 14 is around 7.5 Mbit/sec.

Need to leverage FirstNet work on prioritization and spectrum management to develop a common set of policies and enabling mechanisms for prioritization and spectrum management.

Problem: There are growing opportunities to use best available path algorithms, whether over a “broadband network” or to access an IP point of presence directly.

Need to explore use of dynamic routing mechanisms and tools that will allow devices to pick best available connection points and routes, accounting for user needs, available links, and spectrum and capacity availability.

Problem: PSAP personnel are already overloaded—now talking about adding additional data (photos, video, text, etc.).

Need to explore load-balancing/cross-agency models for PSAPs and operations centers that provide for maintenance of local knowledge and quality, tailored services.

Personnel Development

Problem: Huge demands on both physical storage and human management of data, including redaction of bystanders/victims in video (currently a manual process).

Need to develop roles for people who specialize in data management of video and other high-volume law enforcement data.

Problem: Communications is migrating toward services architectures rather than dedicated networks. Setup and maintenance activities are changing.

Need to explore what new “communications services” staff or revised training for existing information technology (IT) staff will be needed to address future communications architectures. Need to develop new role descriptions and duties, staffing and training concepts for future PSAP/operations center operations.

Technical Research and Development

Problem: Antennas are consistently an afterthought.

Need antenna research to extend battery life, reduce interference, improve spectrum efficiency, improve throughput, and reduce size/improve form factors. Technologies include physical design, self-tuning, integration into wearables/other form factors. Also need to consider smart controllers for antennas (part of smart radios).

Problem: Huge demands on both physical storage and human management of data, including redaction of bystanders/victims in video (currently a manual process).

Need better analytics that automate much of the redaction work.

NOTE: There were no Tier 1 needs in the “Policy” area.
Future Information and Communications Capabilities

Coverage and capacity. Coverage repeatedly surfaced as perhaps the most critical need, with one participant stating “coverage is a bigger issue than anything . . . without coverage and capacity, none of the next steps (e.g., what the officer can send or receive) matter—this is an operational need.” The terms coverage and capacity were sometimes used interchangeably, encompassing both access to broadband in areas that are currently not served (rural, etc.) and access in congested areas (e.g., Beach Week, Super Bowl). Coverage and capacity are needed during both emergency and special events and daily operations. Several participants noted that capacity issues occur not only during incidents that are universally viewed as special circumstances or emergencies (e.g., Boston Marathon bombing) but also during times that would traditionally be considered normal daily operations (e.g., high-volume days at the beach). Law enforcement needs preferential access in both circumstances.

Near-real-time tracking of law enforcement persons and vehicles (also known as “Blue Force Tracking”) is a clear goal/need for law enforcement, implying the need for continuous relay of data to and from the field. Officer position and location are important, but participants indicated that it is only the base/starting point. Law enforcement also needs officer status information, including “human telemetry,” such as indicators of stress/health.

An “Internet of public safety things” may arise that officers and operations centers will receive data from routinely. Participants agreed that 15 years from now there could be a range of new sensors in the field not currently conceived of. Communication needs in the field could go beyond person-to-person; for example, a building may know it has been broken into and notify a PSAP; thermostats inside a building might be able to pinpoint the locations of fires.

Large and highly uncertain data volumes. There are concepts emerging that will require unprecedented volumes of bandwidth. For example, it was noted that, in 10 to 15 years, there could potentially be a million cameras in a typical major U.S. city, plus tens of millions of other sensors that could inform that city’s public safety agencies.

Challenge of addressing diversity of agencies. The diversity of the law enforcement/public safety community emerged as an underestimated and critical factor. It was noted that there are approximately 6,000 PSAPs (National Emergency Number Association, 2015), 18,000 law enforcement agencies (Reaves, 2011), and 60,000 total public safety/first responder agencies (First Responder Network Authority, 2015b), all with their own purchasing processes, procedures, etc. There is not a unified or uniform public safety/law enforcement community, and this will increase the difficulty of managing the future of public safety broadband.

Enabling the Future Network

The first theme is supporting the emergence of a future broadband network in which law enforcement users will be able to seamlessly and securely communicate over whatever local point of access is the best fit at any specific location, time, and situation. As shown in Figure 3, a future device might communicate over commercial 4/5G stations, FirstNet stations, other government-owned 4/5G stations, commercial Internet wireless access points, and even private wireless access points that permit secured sharing. This will be an expansion and automation over smartphones’ and tablets’ current capabilities to hop between 4G carrier service and wireless Internet access points that the devices have been manually configured to access.

Network management in this future environment will cease to be about managing specific sets of equipment (or bandwidth usage permitted under a specific 4G commercial contract) and instead become virtualized. Future network management will involve dynamically reallocating different types of connections, spectrum being used, and other types of bandwidth to meet changing force deployments and operational needs.

Participants discussed many early examples of this evolution. They noted that commercial networks are already develop-
looking to become heterogeneous networks ("het nets") in urban areas. Looking 10 to 15 years out, several participants described visions of this heterogeneous environment. Accordingly, the challenge will be “how to make sure the law enforcement device finds the best available spectrum access for the application’s unique needs.” It was noted that some major commercial companies are doing research in this area now, but it needs to be done “on steroids.”

From the federal perspective, FirstNet representatives indicated that it would be beneficial to genericize the discussion to broadband—FirstNet will build a network, but all public safety may not subscribe to it. The discussion should not be “FirstNet should do this” but should be “the heterogeneous network should do this.” FirstNet representatives also noted that the current concepts were to combine FirstNet with commercial networks.

The heterogeneous network was also seen as extending to the personal level of officers and their vehicles. In the future, participants described how the officers or vehicles may themselves be the “hot spots.” An officer/deputy’s personal devices would sync up with the car when he or she arrives, with potentially just a “dumb two-way screen” in the car. Apps could be on the officer’s phone; mirror-casting could be utilized. One participant noted that at least three commercial companies are working on this now. Another participant asked whether this was thinking too short-term—”Will it not be smartphones/tablets at all, but wearables?” Another participant noted that rural officers are usually with their vehicles, so it makes sense to harden the vehicle, and make it the hot spot.

A majority of Tier 1 needs cover different aspects of this future network, including defining what it will be, developing guidance for agencies, and conducting technical R&D on future devices and management tools.

**Envisioning the Future Network.** Perhaps the most fundamental needs were to have multiple stakeholder organizations develop operational concepts and architectures to define what the future network should look like and how it should work to best support law enforcement requirements. Common types of services (push-to-talk voice over Internet, maps, etc.); data flows responders need on a day-to-day basis; and their sources, qualities, and attributes need to be identified. There was also a call to look beyond communications links to examine how data center and cloud models might handle the huge amounts of data expected to come off of broadband networks. Several participants noted that FirstNet, the Department of Homeland Security’s interoperability initiative SAFECOM, and others are working on this now, although efforts were described as “scattered.”

**Envisioning the Role of FirstNet.** A key element (but only one element) here is to provide more detail on what FirstNet will and will not provide, and how. While not directly generating many needs, discussions and debates about FirstNet took up more of the panel’s time than any other single topic. That said, the distinction between FirstNet and broadband in general was frequently blurred. Although the session was clearly cast as “broadband communications opportunities and problems,” participants seemed to have difficulty maintaining the distinction between broadband in general and the specific FirstNet network. Ultimately, there was acknowledgement that “FirstNet can’t do everything—its job is to build a pipe.” The Tier 1 needs for developing clear concepts and architectures about the future network were in part drawn from confusion about what exactly FirstNet will provide and when, how it will work, and how the FirstNet business model will work, versus what commercial firms and agencies themselves will be expected to provide.

Participants noted that two overall goals for FirstNet are coverage where commercial coverage doesn’t exist (rural, etc.) and reliable coverage at all times—e.g., coverage during congestion. Security and resilience are the two main reasons the law enforcement community would prefer not to use a commercial network. Carriers have legal reasons for not wanting to kick private customers off for public safety users (liability); however, participants suggested that some of this is just a negotiating tactic. Market issues also dominate many commercial coverage decisions: One participant noted that “there are FCC [Federal Communications Commission] licenses that sit barren and unused in rural areas because there is no market.” One participant noted that “there is a need for public-private partnerships,
because I don’t expect more money or more spectrum. Congestion is a management issue. We will manage public safety spectrum differently than the commercial sector does—that’s why we wanted our own spectrum. All paying customers are the same to the commercial carriers.”

Managing the Data Flood. Data storage and archiving will be a huge technical, legal, and policy issue. Participants noted that there is a sense that all of the footage being generated from new body cameras “probably has to go into evidentiary archive” and that the volume, which is truly massive, will only grow. Going forward, there will be additional human telemetry data. Further, advancements could come to service weapons—e.g., cameras mounted on the service weapon. A participant noted “Everything we are talking about generates data, which some lawyer will demand, so it needs to be stored.” Even if data are not stored, the potential demands from streaming are massive and need to be considered in future network architectures. One participant noted, “We cannot stream all of this, [so we need to identify] what do we need in order to locate and authenticate?” Similar comments included, “Just because you have a million surveillance cameras, does not mean you can or even should stream all of them at any one time.”

Guidance for Law Enforcement Agencies. Other Tier 1 needs further specify the types of guidance agencies will need to acquire and operate virtual networks within the larger future broadband communications architectures. These include providing relevant policies, procedures, and acquisition guidance. Beyond individual agencies, there were similar calls to develop policies, procedures, and acquisition guidance for state and regional mutual aid networks (as part of a larger call for architectural development). The Tier 1 need specifically calling for providing agencies with guidance on “how to acquire, manage, and use mixtures of communications networks” was the top-rated need of the workshop.

Technical Requirements for Future Devices. Several Tier 1 needs cover technical requirements for devices to be part of the hybrid network. These include R&D for device antennas to extend range and service quality; R&D for devices to connect to different types of PSAPs and smartly choose between them; R&D for seamlessly getting and maintaining authentication as devices hop between Internet access points; and R&D for ensuring secure transmission of sensitive law enforcement information across multiple types of PSAPs, including private and commercial.

Spotlight: Antenna Research. One participant felt strongly, and was supported by others (including through a Tier 1 need), that additional attention needs to be paid to antenna technology, which is currently “consistently an afterthought.” Improving antenna technology so that antennas could radiate only in the (one) direction of interest would improve battery life, data throughput, and capacity/efficiency. The need is for smart antennas with smart control; initially they will need to be vehicle-mounted due to size. That said, other panelists opposed this area of research on grounds that it was unlikely that small law enforcement–focused projects would improve on huge commercial investments in antenna development.

A Larger Debate: Commercial vs. Customized Devices. While not R&D needs per se, there was a good bit of discussion on whether the law enforcement community should seek to use commercial devices, even if they have operational shortfalls, or custom-made devices, even if they take longer to develop and are more expensive. Several participants noted that developing devices uniquely for public safety is “slowing things down.” Some police departments have found it better to live with the deficiencies of commercial devices because they are cheaper, do more, and are available now. One participant noted that it “is cheaper to buy commercial, it breaks in a year, and buy a new one every year, than to buy a ruggedized more expensive public safety device.” One participant noted that designing mission-critical handheld devices (e.g., which can “withstand a 6 foot drop”) is not a hard engineering challenge, there is just no economic incentive right now. There was discussion that law enforcement is on a precipice between going with commercial devices and “going the route of the $5,000 land mobile radio (LMR)” with its future field-use broadband devices. One participant noted “there is no middle path” between using commercial-based government-owned devices and public safety–specific devices and that a “fundamental decision needs to be made about whether to leverage commercial and live with its limitations or go for our own specialized devices but risk winding up with $5,000 radios like we did with LMR.”
Another variant of this decision is utilizing ruggedized
devices or officers’ own devices (“bring your own device”).
Participants noted the problem of personal devices in the field:
Officers today are using their personal phones to take photos
and videos while on duty, which are then seized as evidence or
subject to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. The
New York Police Department and a number of other agencies
have issued policies that officers may not use personal phones
for video, etc., because of evidentiary and FOIA concerns.
However, another participant noted that bring-your-own-device
is an important idea. It would require derived credentials;
officers could use their device in a sleeve—“this would be an
elegant short- to mid-term way to get a very large number of
devices on FirstNet, and bringing a large number of devices
onto FirstNet is critical to FirstNet succeeding.”

**Network Management Tools.** Outside the device, Tier 1
needs call for the development of the network management
tools that will be needed to dynamically configure and main-
tain the future hybrid network. These specifically include tools
that can dynamically adjust data priorities and spectrum alloca-
tions to meet changing user needs.

**High-level Network Management Issues.** Participants noted
that while long-range forecasting of demand is important, and
there may be some relevant cases to study today, demand will
always come down to a management issue. One participant
suggested that demand will “always be a little greater than
capacity because that’s how things work.” The ability to priori-
tize and manage spectrum is an operational need; so is the need
to access alternative spectrum—datacasting, white space. Dis-
cussions need to be had about how to use alternate spectrum
resources, such as white space, when public safety needs it. This
would require FCC approval, but many participants envisioned
scenarios in which public safety would use white space dur-
ing certain emergency conditions. Examples currently exist in
which law enforcement is using bandwidth inappropriately—
e.g., “the midnight shift streaming video and using up band-
width”; there may be a need for an intranet (vs. Internet) and
“firewalls with select holes.”

**A Requirement for Management: Usage Metrics.** Metrics
need to be developed for bandwidth utilization and other
aspects of public safety broadband utilization. There was
agreement that opportunities currently exist, but are not being
leveraged sufficiently, to determine current levels of utilization
and what they may look like in the future. FirstNet represen-
tatives stated that FirstNet is asking each state, as part of the
request for proposal (RFP) process, to describe how it is using
data today and how the state intends to develop “some sort of
national picture” on how public safety data will need to be used
in the future. Carriers currently have a wealth of usage data,
but panelists noted that these data have not been mined for
this purpose. Another participant noted that the recent rise in
body cameras represents a major shift that will begin to develop
a public safety utilization picture; however, patterns are also
likely to vary between urban and rural police departments,
police and fire, etc., rather than being homogeneous.

**Extension to Rural Areas.** There was also a need to ensure
that the hybrid network extends to rural areas. Panelists repeat-
edly noted that it is critical that rural areas be provided with
the full broadband coverage and capacity needed to support
law enforcement operations. Broadband is not just for densely
populated areas.

The top-rated need in this area called for experimenting
with tethered UASs to provide coverage. This need was priori-
tized third overall. Tethered UASs emerged as a popular idea
for solving some rural, and even urban, coverage issues. A teth-
ered UAS provides the prospect of “a 100-foot antenna that can
go up in 60 seconds.” With power provided via the tether, the
UAS can serve as a communications platform and can provide
coverage in rural areas, or at a minimum a zone of coverage for
the area under it for the officer; another participant noted there
are urban applications for this technology as well. Additional
communications may be needed due to congestion, etc.

**Security.** How security will work in the new network
environment in general was a major topic of discussion at the
conference. As might be expected, security and authentica-
tion emerged as big issues for law enforcement. Discussion
was sometimes not specific or conversely focused on a single
example (hacking leading to release of the Ferguson dispatch
tapes; existing cell phone jammers), but there was general
agreement that security and authentication were critical needs.

---

**How security will work in the new network environment in
general was a major topic of discussion at the conference.**
As articulated by one participant, there is a “need for positive control—we need to know who is on the network.” Similarly, participants agreed that while authentication is needed, it needs to be agile and available during emergency situations requiring the arrival of mutual aid from out of state and from various levels of government or unexpected (but validated) partners. There was discussion of potential current models, such as university wireless network reciprocity agreements or systems. Several Tier 1 needs concerned building in authentication and information protection as devices hop around the new heterogeneous broadband networks.

**Standards.** Participants agreed that there is a need for standards, but that developing standards is difficult and time-consuming. Participants agreed that standards and standardization are a major issue, but one participant cautioned that setting standards can take a prohibitive amount of time and that often halfway “community consensus” approaches could be sufficient.

**Policy.** While not generating Tier 1 needs, the group did agree that there are many law, policy, practice, disciplinary, and privacy issues that must be resolved when envisioning how law enforcement will leverage future heterogeneous networks. As just a few examples, in one jurisdiction officers had to be reminded to turn off body cameras when going to the bathroom. In another jurisdiction, in an officer-involved shooting, the officer claimed the camera stopped working and was fired when the provided data indicated this was impossible.

### Making Sense of Information in the New Network

The second major theme that emerged from the workshop is users being able to filter, prioritize, and make sense out of all the new data scheduled to be shipped over the new broadband network. A common concern was the danger of information or data overload and how to manage and curate information to make it most useful for various levels of law enforcement (PSAPs, officers in the field, etc.). There is a danger of the volume of incoming data and information vastly exceeding the ability of the law enforcement community to manage it—for example, every person driving by a crash sending a picture to the PSAP. Needs in response covered both technical R&D and development and training of new information-centric roles.

**For the field,** there was a top-ranking need to develop *smart software agents* that could accurately display what an officer needs to best do his or her job in a given situation while reducing information overload. Here, a smart software agent is a software program that can search for, select, and customize a display of information to a user automatically, using a combination of manually set inputs and machine learning to assess what the user should consider to be most important. (For a technical treatment, see Russell and Norvig [2009].) This need was rated as the second-highest priority overall. Information to officers in the field should be “filtered down to what they need to make a decision.” Participants noted it was unclear where automated analysis to filter and prioritize information would reside (PSAP level, officer level, combinations, etc.). More broadly, it was noted that officers need simplicity. The number of devices or methods to accomplish tasks must be limited. On scene, officers are already carrying large amounts of equipment on their person. In the vehicle, participants noted that digital distractions are already a huge issue for officers, and technologies and smart software agents that can address this would help make the vehicle a safer place.

**For operations centers,** there were top-ranking calls for new smart software agents to help PSAP telecommunicators better prioritize an anticipated flood of new types of information coming with 911 calls for service and sensor alerts (photos and video, notably). Participants said that an algorithm (for example) was needed to weed out what information, photos, and data are not useful, are repetitive, etc., on grounds that call-takers at a PSAP cannot do this, nor should they have to. Several participants noted that Google image search and other currently available software can do this, with PSAPs able to leverage existing tools—“this is not a DARPA [Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] problem.” One participant suggested there is a need to reverse engineer the capability for law enforcement by taking an incident and everything that comes in, figuring out what would have been useful to know as it came in, and building an algorithm that pulls that content out. It was also noted that news media are very good at reviewing enormous amounts of film footage quickly, grabbing what they need and using it, and perhaps what they do can be learned, used, and automated for law enforcement.

There were specific calls for tools that will help manage the anticipated flood of video footage; there is an especially acute need for a tool that can automatically redact the faces and voices of bystanders (currently a manual process). The time needed to process video for FOIA requests is substantial, even prohibitive. A participant noted that it is estimated that one agency (Dallas) needs 17 labor hours to release a short clip requested via FOIA or discovery. The time-consuming compo-
The central recommendation is to develop a core set of operational concepts and architectures that will lay out, as clearly as possible, what the future hybrid network will look like for law enforcement.
The architectures’ use cases should include those specified in Tier 1 needs, including general routine and emergency or major incident case handling, “blue force tracking” telemetry (location, status, health monitoring, other situational monitoring), video camera integration, Internet of Things sensor integration, and data center/cloud structures for storing and managing the incoming data. Some sense of reasonable subnet structuring and scheduling, filtering, and monitoring should be built in to network architectures. Similarly, network applications and users need to be sensitive to the latency impacts of high-bandwidth data transfers so that the future network will not be swamped with, say, a million cameras attempting to transmit high-definition feeds at once. On the opposite end, the architectural products will need to identify how rural and/or sparsely populated areas will receive reliable broadband coverage. An additional key piece will be to clearly specify what capabilities FirstNet will deliver, to whom, and when.

Given that the core attribute of the future network is that devices are to hop seamlessly across different Internet points of presence with different governance (e.g., FirstNet via commercial) and even different waveforms (e.g., short-distance 802.11x vs. 4G vs. 5G), much of the architectural effort needs to address how such hopping will work.

The next core attribute of the future network is security. Much of the architectural efforts will need to cover a range of security issues, including identity, credentialing, and access management (ICAM) for the new networks; ensuring end-to-end security of transferred data (encryption, etc.); and the mechanics of how a device will request and gain permission to transmit data across third-party Internet points of presence in ways that will ensure that the privacy and integrity of both the law enforcement data and other data on that point of presence is protected.

Guidance for agencies. The top-rated need of the workshop had to do with providing agencies with guidance on how to acquire, manage, and use the forthcoming hybrid networking technologies. Directly dependent on the architectural work above, one set of guidance materials should provide individual agencies with plain-English use cases and other architectural material, policies, procedures, and acquisition guidance. The second set should be similar in nature but apply to state and regional mutual-aid networks. Note that these deliverables depend on at least partial maturation of the conceptual and architectural products described above. We envision the Department of Justice sponsoring the development of guidance for law enforcement agencies.

Technical assessment studies. There were a range of top-rated needs that called for technical improvements to devices. These were somewhat controversial, as some panelists noted that (1) any small amounts of R&D funding NIJ and other Office of Justice Programs funders could provide would be dwarfed by commercial telecommunications investments and (2) in general, the law enforcement broadband market is much too small for the field to make special requirements on its devices, unless it wants to pay a very high price per device. Our suggested solution is for the Department of Justice to sponsor technical assessment studies examining whether it is possible to make better use of existing technologies in both the general commercial and ruggedized commercial markets for law enforcement broadband. The lead organization for each assessment would be responsible for doing the study and preparing products that disseminate the results to both practitioners and technology developers. Assuming that it is feasible to field modified devices that better meet law enforcement’s needs at reasonable prices, the next step would be development efforts, with some likely funded by federal agencies and others funded directly by industry, depending on the specifics.

As noted in the table of needs, specific assessments called for include antennas (improving range, effective throughput, and human factors/shape); devices capable of service-hopping, including picking which available service would provide best performance; and devices that can maintain seamless security (authentication and information assurance) across service hops.

There was also a call to assess what would need to be done to make standard commercial devices suitable to be used with FirstNet and other secure law enforcement networks, as this will be needed to permit the use of bring-your-own-device on
future law enforcement networks. One concept was to develop some sort of smart sleeve that would plug into commercial devices and access secure law enforcement devices.

Outside of devices, there was a highly rated call for a technical assessment of using airborne UASs to serve as communications relays.

**Sense-making.** As with the technology assessments for devices, we recommend that the Department of Justice sponsor technology assessments of what smart software agent technologies are currently available and could be adapted for law enforcement rather than starting with all-new R&D. For this theme, there was one top-rated need for smart software agents that can prioritize what officers in the field need to see in different operational contexts and reduce information overload.

More of the sense-making needs applied at the operational level, for PSAPs and operations centers in particular. These included smart software agents to prioritize incoming data, with one call for agents that could analyze data submitted as part of calls for service and one call for agents that could filter and prioritize torrents of data coming from video and Internet of Things sensors.

Also of very high interest were tools that could automate redaction of video feeds. Again, this should be a technical assessment, as commercial tools to do this are emerging.

Outside of technology, also of high interest were needs for new job descriptions and corresponding training materials for emerging PSAP and operations center jobs for working with the forthcoming flood of photos, video, and Internet of Things data.

**Summary.** Finally, Table 2 provides a summary of the major issues, recommended ways ahead, and associated key milestones. All are intended to provide maximum expected value to the practitioner in bringing increased communications capabilities to law enforcement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Milestones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Future Architectures</strong></td>
<td>Develop concepts and architectures for the future hybrid networks, including</td>
<td>• Sponsor, lead, and supporting roles for integration and development identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify leads and supporting roles</td>
<td>• Integrate existing products</td>
<td>• Base concepts and cases completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Include key operational use cases</td>
<td>• Describe coverage for rural areas</td>
<td>• FirstNet capabilities specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Explain service-hopping</td>
<td>• Build in security and authentication provisions</td>
<td>• Advanced concepts and architectural products completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Build in filtering and scheduling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guidance for Practitioners</strong></td>
<td>• Develop guidance on future broadband technology acquisition, management, and use for individual agencies</td>
<td>• At least base concepts and cases from above completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop guidance for state and regional mutual aid networks</td>
<td>• Base concepts and cases from above completed</td>
<td>• Guidance for agencies prepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop guidance for state and regional mutual aid networks</td>
<td>• Advanced concepts and architectural products completed</td>
<td>• Guidance for mutual aid networks prepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology Assessments</strong></td>
<td>Conduct technical assessment studies of device</td>
<td>(For all technology assessments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Antennas (range, throughput, shape)</td>
<td>• Service-hopping capabilities</td>
<td>• Lead for assessment study identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Best pick of service capabilities</td>
<td>• Authentication across service hops</td>
<td>• Study completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Information assurance across service hops</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Results disseminated to both practitioners and technologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Need to assess suitability of bring-your-own-device for future law enforcement networks</strong></td>
<td>Conduct a technical assessment of using commercial devices for future law enforcement networks, and assess ways to improve suitability (including developing a plug-in sleeve for accessing secure networks)</td>
<td>• Technical assessment studies for device technologies completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Need to examine the use of UASs as relays</strong></td>
<td>Conduct a pilot study of the use of UASs as communications relays for law enforcement network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sense-Making</strong></td>
<td>Conduct a technical assessment of technologies that can prioritize displays and reduce information overload across different operational contexts</td>
<td>(Same as for technology assessments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Need to assess smart software agents for the field</strong></td>
<td>Conduct technical assessments of agents that offer promise to be able to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prioritize data from calls for service</td>
<td>• Prioritize data from routine monitoring and sensor feeds (video, other)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Need to develop emerging operations center roles</strong></td>
<td>Develop descriptions and concepts for new operations center roles</td>
<td>• Descriptions and concepts completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• First iteration of training material completed</td>
<td></td>
<td>• First iteration of training material completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Need to redact video feeds automatically</strong></td>
<td>Conduct technical assessments of emerging products that automate video redaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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